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draft-irtf-icnrg-mapme-02
Update on progress

UPDATED DRAFT [01 -> 02]
• Usual clarifications / typos...

• Simpler algorithms, esp. retransmission management
  • Removed timer information from TFIB

• Clarified face management
  • How to synchronize faces with underlying adjacencies
  • Description was limited to L2 faces (not including tunnels, hICN, etc.)

RELATED PROGRESS
• MAP-Me now implemented for hICN in socket-based and VPP-based forwarders
  • The main reason for simplification & performance improvements
  • Open-source release in preparation
Perspectives

• More feedback
  • What is missing for adaption in a WG document
  • Anyone interested in using it?

• We will likely be present at next IETF meeting
  • ML exchange in the mean time